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Thank you for downloading

the ASIATIK WARES

Statement Jewelry Style

Guide!

 

I'm very excited for you to

read this guide and get

some valuable tips about

how to wear your statement

jewelry.

 

Peace, love and blessings,

Roni



Hey!  My name is Roni (Ronnie) and I love

making jewelry.  Born and raised in NYC, I was

immediately drawn to the Afrocentric,

bohemian style showcased by conscious

rappers during the golden age of hip-hop. 

 Making jewelry started out as a fun hobby

and a way for me to have that style of

earrings that were not sold in stores.  I love

the idea of having a piece of jewelry that no

one else has.   Fast forward a lifetime to 2009

and the idea of turning this hobby into a

business was born.  It was in 2017 when the

name Asiatik Wares was created and the

dream was brought to life.  

The term Asiatic is of, or related to the region

of K'met (Egypt) or the greater so-called

Middle East which is Northern Africa.

ASIATIK WARES is an allusion to the

Afrocentric sensibility represented in both the

lifestyle, clothing and jewelry lines of the

brand.  



Okay, let's get to it.

 

Jewelry is the perfect addition to any

outfit.  It can complete your look or

completely transform your look.  

Statement pieces are designed to stand

out.  They are meant to be fun and

exciting.  However, there are ways to

make sure you allow the piece to make

the statement it was meant to express. 

 The beauty of statement jewelry is that it

only takes one piece to stand out and

make a difference.



Keep It Simple, Sweetie1.
 

Focus on one or maybe two pieces at a

time.  Remember, your statement jewelry is

supposed to be the star of the show.  You

don't want to wear a dope necklace only to

have it overshadowed by an equally dope

pair of earrings.  

Big, bold, beautiful statement jewelry is

meant to be a show-stopper.  Allow the

piece to do what it is meant to do.  If you

add too many show-stoppers, they can

distract from each other and lose the wow

factor.

Your clothing also helps to make your

statement jewelry stand out.  The little

black dress is the perfect backdrop for that

big, bold, silver or gold piece.  Your white

tee and denim jeans only need a brightly

colored piece to be complete.



2. Focus on the Hands 
 

If you plan on wearing a big, eye-

catching ring, then you also better plan

on getting a manicure, darling! No one is

going to notice your fab ring if your

hands are ashy and your nails chewed up!

It doesn’t cost any money to buff and

shape your nails or apply a simple clear

coat if you don’t have time to get to the

nail shop. Oh, and wear one statement

ring at a time on each hand.   Remember,

don't let your accessories become

distractions.



3. Wear the Right Earrings 
 

Large earrings and a cuff or bangle

bracelet are a perfect match.  However,

a bold necklace with those same bold

earrings is way too much and will not only

distract from the jewelry, but also your

beautiful face.  When people talk to you

they see your face first and then your

earrings.  Consider wearing studs or

simple earrings if you’re going to rock

that big, bold necklace. If you really want

to make a splash, wear only one

statement earring that really stands out. 



4. Decorate Your Wrists

Tastefully 
Whether you wear cuffs or bangles, it's

easy to pull your whole look together

by adding one or two to accessorize

your outfit.

Cuffs are great to wear with bare

arms, short sleeves, or a form-fitting

long sleeve solid color top.  It only

takes one cuff to make a statement.

If you're opting for bracelet stacks,

please only wear them on one arm. 

 Remember to keep it simple to make

the boldest statement.



5. Accessorize with

Attitude

 
No, you do not have to dress like

Rihanna or like you're heading to this

year's Met Gala in order to wear your

statement jewelry.  Even if you're more

conservative or modestly dressed, it's

your attitude and confidence that

makes the loudest statement.  Step

out proudly with your jewelry and rock

it like no one else can.



*BONUS* Do you, boo!

 
 Style is subjective.  You can

choose to follow these tips

exactly or do the exact opposite.  

If the spirit hits you and you want

to wear big and bold bracelets

on both wrists - DO IT.  

At the end of the day, your style is

your choice and no one can

dictate what you like and choose

to wear.  If you feel comfortable

wearing something, you should

wear it with pride.

"You will never be stylish if you don't take risks."

-Rihanna


